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GMP update
The GMP reconciliation project, which began in autumn 2015, is now
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almost at an end with only 12,000 member records left to have an
investigation completed. By the deadline of 31 December 2018, all 1.9
million members will have had investigations completed. A total of just

Employer Portal

over 1.1 million queries have been raised with HMRC to ensure both HMRC
and our service records for members are aligned.
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We still have an ongoing issue with incorrect National Insurance numbers
(NINO) for members and these are being corrected where possible. Please
can we remind you to ensure that NINOs are checked prior to any
submissions to ensure they’re as accurate as possible. In addition, please
continue to utilise existing processes for updating or correcting NINOs
should you identify any that are incorrect.
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Latest News
The latest policy updates
and announcements about
the scheme and the news
that affects it:
Arrears of contributions
invoices
Change to employer
contribution from
September 2019
Monthly Contribution
Reconciliation
supporting templates
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Follow us on social media
Find us on social media to get the latest news and announcements from Teachers' Pensions

Like us on Facebook

Join us on LinkedIn
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